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Abstract

Following the approach [Schwind, Risch, 91] to Re-
iter’s default logic, tiffs paper attempts to define a
general tableaux-based framework for tt~c cornlmt-
ation of tile extensions for several known default k)g-
ics. The idea is to qualify the differences b(;twecn the
wlriants under considcration inside a single process
that can switcil easily from one variant to another.
Indeed, the approach is related to the idea of the
compilation of default theories.

1 Introduction

Since [Reiter, 80] introduced default logic (l)l~ for
short), many variants of this al)pealing theory have
bccn proposed. [Lukaszcwicz, 88] introduced a w~ri-
ant where, as opposed to l{eitcr’s I)L, an extension
always exists. [Brewka, 91] introduced a cumula-
tive version of I)L which has been reinterpreted by
[Schaub, 91]. The present paper is an attempt to
define a general tableaux-based framework which al-
lows us both to compute the extensions of a delault
theory, and to "jump" easily from one variant to
another. Moreover, once the extensions of a default
theory are compute(l, we should perform a minimun~
number of operations in order to verify whether a
given formula belongs to an extension. Thus our
al)proach can be considered as a kind of compiling
method for default logics, where compiling nlearlS
obtaining the extensions of a default theory in a
tractable form. The plan is as follows: in part 2 be-
low, we shall briefly recall some basic features of DL
and give alternative chara(’tcrizations of an exten-
sion for the variants under consideration, l)art 3 de-
lines analytic tableaux for lirst order logic and show
some of their prol)ertics. In l)arl. 4, the COmlmtation

of the extensions is described and some examples
are given. Following [Besnard, Schaub, 92] we refer
to Reiter’s theory ~ classical default logic, and to
Lukaszcwics’s theory as justified default theory. We
arc also concerned with constrained I)L [Schaub, 91].

2 Default theories

As defined by [Reiter, 80], a closed default theory is
a pair (W, D) where W is a set of closed lirst order
sentences and D a set of default rules. A default rule
ires the form

7

where ~, /’t and 7 are closed lirst order sentences.
c~ is called prerequisite, //justification and 7 con-
sequent of the default. PREREQ(D), JUST(D)
and CONS(D) are respectively the sets of all pre-
requisites, justifications and consequents that come
from defaults in a set D. Whenever one of these
sets is a singleton, wc may id(mtify it with the sin-
gle element it contains. For instance, we prefer to

consider PItEItI;2Q({ff-~-}) as art element rather

than a set. The following definition shows us tlow
the use of a delault is related to its prerequisite (cf.

[Schwind, 90]):

Definition 1 (Sehwind, 90) A set D of defaults
is grounded in W iff for all d E D there is a finite
sequence do,.. ¯, dk of elements of I) such that

¯ PIHgRI;Q({do}) Th(W),

¯ for l < i < k- 1, I’I~EIH~;Q({d,.~ 1}) E 7’h(Wu
CON S( {d~), . . . d~}),

and dk = d.
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An extension of a default theory is usually de-
fined as a smallest fixed point of a set of formu-
las. It contains W, is deductively closed, and tile
defaults whose conscquents belong to tile extension
verify a property which actually allows them to be
used. The manner in which this property is con-
sidered is related to the variant ()f I)L under con-
sideration. In what follows, we directly give tile
characterizations obtained by [Schwind, l{isch, 91],
[l{isch, 91], [Riseh, 92] for the extensions in the sense

of [l{eiter, 80], [Lukaszcwicz, 88], [Schaub, 91] re-
spectively. The first are called R-extension (for Re-
iter’s extensions), the second j-extensions (for justi-

fied extensions), and the third e-extensions (for con-
strained extensions).

Theorem 1 (Sehwind, Risch, 91)(Riseh, 
(Riseh, 92) Let be A = (W, /)), a default theory.

¯ E is an R-extension for A iff there is lY a
.qroundcd subset of I) such that E = Th(W 

CONS(D’)), and Vd E D, .).

(i) If d E D’ then a E E and -~fl f[ I’;,

(ii) If d ~ ~ then ~.~ qg Eor~fiE I’ ;.

¯ E is a j-extension with 7vspeel to 1," for A iff
there is D’ a 9rvunded subset of I), maximal
such that E = 7’h(W U CONS(D’)), I’" 

Ol : ~

JUST(D’), and Vd E ]Y, d = 7

(i) If d E D’ then ~ E E and -~fl ~ 

E is a e-extension with respect to C for A

iff the~v is D~ a 9rvunded subset of D, maxi-
mal such that E = 7’h(W U CONS(I)’)), 
7’h(WU,JUST’( D’)UCONS( D’)), ar~,dVd 

d=--a: ~"
7

(i’) lf d E Dp then er ¯ I’~ and I’gU ,/UST(D’)
eonsisleul.

Remark: Clearly, 1)oth conditions (i) and (ii) im-
ply the maximality of D~. llence, the only dillbr-
ence between Reiter’s and l,ukaszewicz’s approach
is in the behavior of tile defaults that do not par-

ticipate in the construction of an extension. These
defaults have to verify condition (ii) in l{eiter’s I)I,.
Our approach sheds light on the intuition which

stands behind l,ukaszcwi(’,z’s variant. In lhe latt(;r,

we are never allowed to revise a justification used
for deriving the consequent of a default. Accord-
ing to Lukaszewicz, it is only in this precise way
that we may speak of ".justilication" in a correct
sense. Indeed, note that the orfly difference between
Lukaszewicz’s and Schaub’s approaches concerns the
consistency of tile set of justifications related to an
extension. Note that default reasoning is decidable
on condition that 7’h is defined on a decidable lan-
gage.

3 Analytic Tableaux

The theorem prover we have used, called 7’P, is
based on the analytic tableaux method in the style

of [Smullyan, 68] and is described in [Schwind, 9()].
The tableau metho(t is based on an iterative pro-
tess that sirnultaneously parses a formula and looks
for models to satisfy it. So when we show that

a formula is a theorem, this is the same as ver-
ifying that its negation has no model. Let us
consider the usual Smullyan’s classes of formulas

(cf.[Smullyan, 68], [Fitting, 90]):

Oll OZ2

fail f fl fvfl f g
~(J v ~) ~f ~g ~(f A.q) ,j" -~g

-~(f ~ .q) f -~fl f ---~ g ~f .q

~f(p), any 6 6(p), Skolem
parameter parameter

(vz) fix~P] (3x)f f[~/pl
~(3x)J" ~f[x/p] ~(Vx)f -f[x/p]

where:

¯ paramel,ers are free occurr(mees o[ variables or

fllnCtions whose argllmcnts are parameters;

¯ Skolern I)ararneters are in the torm ¢P(Pl, ̄  .., Pn)
where ~ is any skolem fimction, and Pl,...,P,~
are already used parameters.

7’1) can be defirmd reeursively as a real)ping between
sets of formulas and sets of literals as follows:

3’1)(I;’) =

7"l’(l,’) 
{F} it’/" is a set of litcrals;

7’1’(1’" U {f} if ~f E I," and

l;": l;’\ (J’};
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7’1,(I,’) 7’V(F’u u if, E /:
v’ = 1,’\

TP(F) TP(F’U{~i})UTI’(F’U{32})

if B E F and F’ = F\ {f3};

7’1’(I,’) = TP(FtU {7(P)} if E F and

F’= V \ {7};
7’P(F) 7’ I)(F ’u {6(p)} if ~5 E I ," and

F’= I,’\

The analytic tableau for a formula corresponds to
its disjunctive normal form. Each set represents the
conjunct of its elements and the tableau represents
the disjunct of its elements e.g.

Tl’({(pVq) Ar}) = {{p,r},{q,r}}

= 7’I’({(p A ,.) v (q A ,.)}).

Definition 2 A set of lilerals is closedI 71/’ it con-
tains two opposite litcrals (i.e. g. and ~g ). It is
open otherwise. A set of sets t( litcrals is closed i J"
each of its elements is closed, and open otherwise.

The fundamental property of 7’P for theorem prov-
ing is the following eompk’tencss theorem:

Theorem 2 (Smullyan, 68)f is a theorem iff

TP({~f}) is closed.

We consider 7’P not only as a theorem prover (or
consistency checker) for first-order formulas but also
as an apl)lication which hrLs useful I)roperties for for-
mulas and formulas sets. We will frequently use the
following properties of 7’1’:

Lemma 1 7’l’({f A !]}) -- {X U Y : X E
7v’(if}) and V e "rl,({:j})}.

This will enable us to consi(tcr conjunction as an

operation upon sets of sets of ]iterals. Lemma 1 gives
rise to the following notation:

f ®.q = (X UY : X E TP(f) and Y E 7’P({~.I})}.

Thus 7’P({f Ag}) = 7’l’({f}) ® 7’l’({.q}). T/’ 
only have to COml)ute the image of each formulas 
and f once, and the image of 7’P({f A .q}) will 
obtainc~t using tile operation ® whithout haviiig to
COml)ute the whole conjunct.
As an immediate conse(tuenc(’ of the COml)let.e,~ess

th(.’oreln, we have

Irit)t to be (:Orlfuscd with a closed first-()rdcr forlrilll;t i.e. 
f, wrnula with no free variabl(:s.

Corollary 1 (Schwind, 90) Let I" be a finile set of
forraulas and f a formula, f E 7’h(l’) iff 7’P(I’) 
7’P({-~f}) is closed.

Remark: TP frequently contains closed sets or sets
which contain other sets in TP. In this case we are
sometimes interested in a minimal form (especially
when a 7’I 7 is not closed), defined by

TP(M) \ {X : X E TP(M) 

X closed or 3Y E TP(M)

such that Y C X and X # Y}.

As stated above, the set yielded by 7’P for a for-
mula f is tile disjunctive norrnal form of that for-
mula. l,ct us write ~ to denote the rnapping be-
tween 7’P(f) and the corresponding disjunctive nor-
real [’orm ~(TI)({f})). Clearly: (p(7’S(M)) 
~(7’P(M)), because of (A A B) v A ~ A and
(A A ~A A B) V C ~ C. Very often this can consid-
erably shorten a tableau.

l)etermining the class of formulas that a tableau
prover can decide is a difficult question which is be-
yond the scope of this paper. In what follows, w(;
will consider only decidable sub(zlasses of a first-order
langage e.g. propositional formulas or l lorn clauses.

4 Computing extensions

We corlsidey that the tableaux method is ve.ry inter-
(;sting for cornputing extensions for two main rea-
sons: it l)roduces models in a natural way, and these
models are close to minimal models. Another argu-
ment in favour of" tableaux concerns the fhndarncntal
t)roperty: a tableau for f is closed ifl‘-~f is a theo-
rem, i.e. a tableau is open ill" -~f is a theorem, which
means that f is consistent. Nonmonotonic reasoning
typically rcqHires llS to reason on consistency verslls
inconsist, ency. A tableau provides a straightforward
means of transforming in(’onsistent sets into consis-
tent ones by removing thc literals responsible for
cor~tradiction within these sets. Similarly, the ® op-
erator appears to be very tractable, since using the
fundamental property of 7’P, we obtain (of. theorem

1):

(i) If d ¯ 1)’ then 7"/)({-~}) ® 7’S(W) 
7’I)(CONS(I)’) (:losed and 5’/)( {3} ® 7’S(W) 

TI’(COAr,S’(17) Ol)e11;
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(ii) If d ¢ D’ then 7’/’({-~a} (~ 7’S(W) 
7’I’(CONS(I)’) open or 7"l’({fl} ® TS(W) 

TP(CONS( D’) closed;

(/’) if d E D’ then 7’I’({-~} ® "/’S(W) 
TP(CONS(D’) closed and 7’P(JUST’( I)’) 
TS(W) 7’ I’(CONS(D’) open;

where D’ is the set of defaults invo]ved in tile consti-
tution of the extension 7’h(W U CONS(D’)). Not,(}
that a priori we are not allowed to use TS in prefer-
encc to TI) with CON S(D’), since otherwise, sonic
defaults could be forgotten by the pro(’ess (e.iZ. the
consequent of a given de.fmflt is snbsmned by I.he

consequent of an other default which actually (:an-
not be nscd).

The idea for our method is taken from what
[Sehwind, I{isch, 9l] have proposed for I{eit.er’s de-
fault theories. Consider a j-extension for a (M’ault
theory A = (W, D). It is, roughly speaking, ill(; 
of theorems over the union of W and a set of (te-
fault cons(x]llenccs. It is a maximal grOllll(l(.’(I set 

this kind in the sense that tile addition ol" any ot.h(,r
default consequent(; is not I)ossibh.’ b(;(’aus(; Ihe pre-
requisite or the (:on(tition .justification does not hold.

Thus, consider IV U CONS(D). Th(,re are lwo lx)s-
sibk’ cases:

¯ 7’h(W g CONS(D)) is consistent i.e. I" =
7’S(W) 7’ P(CONS(D)) is open. The n I)’ is
any maximal grounded subset of 1) su(zh that
every default verifies the prerequisite and jus-
tification condition of (i). So every default for
which such co, lditions arc not veriIied has to
bc ](fit out of D in order to obtain /Y. [:or
the justification condition, this means th(.’re ar(;
as many j-extensions ~s ways to remove cons(.,-
quenccs of defaults and "resl)onsible" for a con-

tradiction inside 7’h(WUCONS(D) Ufl) (where
fl E JUST(D)). In other words, there are as
many j-extensions as ways to remove literals re-
sponsible for a closure inside 1" ® T1)({fl}). 
fact, every tinle, we r(.’nlovc th(,’ (.’()lls(,’(lH(;IW,(.’ 

(lefault among those incriminate(l, we 114(:n(,ratc
a maximal subset D’ of I).

¯ 7’h(W U CONS(D)) is illconsistclll i.e. I" =
7’P(W ® CONS(D)) is closed. II is possible
to remove the incriminated COIISCqllCIICCS ()[ (|C-

faults (ill tile other case W itself is in(’onsis-
tent). Each removal defines a snbsel lY ()I" I)
for which (i) has to be. verified, as above, whi(:h

means that ]il,erals from de’fault consequences
and responsible for a closure are removed from
l’. lnde.ed, note that for ally grounded D~, the
prerequisite condition of (i) is verified.

The groundedness of each default implied in a j-

extcnsion 7’h(W U CONS(D’)) is vcrilic~ in a re-
a:fl

cursive way: Choose d E D’, d = If
7

TP(W ®CONS( D’\ {d})) ® -~}) is closed, we hav
to find a finite sequence do, ̄  ̄  ¯, d,~ of elements of I)’,

(-~i : fli
ch - -- such that 7"1)({ "~(~o })®7’P(W) is closed,

7~
7’l)({--r~i~, }) TI’(W) ® TI’(CONS({do,..., d,})
is closed for 0 < i < n- 1 and d, = d. flow-
ever, if there exist, k, 0 _< k < n, such that
7’P( { ~k } ) ®7’P( W) ®T P( CO N S( D’\ { dk, . . })
is open i.e. ak ¢~ 7’h(W U CONS(D’ \ {dk,..., d,~}))
t}le s(~,(lllen(x ~. dk,... , dn has Lobc withdrawn I’rom
D’. Ill l,his way all j-extensions are obtained.

Following theorem 1, IGextensions are j-extensions
the corresponding set of detaults verifies (if). lien(y,,
in order to obtain the R-exl,ensions, for each j-
extension we have to deal with tile defaults thal are
not iuvolved in it,.

The c-extensions (:an be C.Olni)Hted by transform-
ing tile justification-condition of (i), which means
requiring the consistency of set of justifications with

7’h,(WUCONS(1)’)), i.e. 7’I’(,]UST’( D’)®’I’I)(W)~¢
TP(CONS( D’) open.

In tile following examples the formulas obtained
from defaults are labelled in order to identify their
origin. Thus we know what default we are concerned
with at any moment.

Example 1 A = (W,D) where W = {A,I)},
A:BA-~C D:Cl) = , Ts(w) = {{A, l)}},

7’P(CONS(D)) = { {B1, Cz} } where lh and 132 are.
the (:onsequents of the first and the second delhuh

respectively. Each default yielding a j-extension
has to verify (i). Consider D as a possible call-
didate in order to obtain an extension, llowever,
the justification condition of (i) is not true for l, hc
first default: TS(W) TI’(D) ® 7’P(131 A -, C1) =
{ { A, I), lh, (5;2, -~CI } } closed (where ~C~ comes from
the.jnstilication of the first (tefault). l lence, consider

A : B A ~C
t,he following subsets of I): D’ = {

B
} and

I):C.
l)" = {T/}. Now, both I)’ and 1)" verify the
jnstilication (:ondition of (~): TS(W) ® TI)( ’)

A =C,}) : {{A, =c,}} op,,,, a,l,l
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TS(W) = {{A, I>, open.
Indeed, the~ two subsets arc, obvi(mdy grounded.
Thus D has two j-extensions:

A : B A -~C
E~ = Th(W1 OCONS({ 

E2 = Th(W, UGONS({~})).

})),

llowever, E1 is not a Reiter’s extension since (ii)
does not hold for the second default: 7’S(W) 
7’P({ B1 })®TP( { (72 }) is open irlstead of being closed
(where (72 is thc justification of the second default).

E2 is a Reiter’s extension since 7’S(W) ®7"P( { C~ } 
7’P({B1 A-,el }) is closed, which is exl)ected follow-
ink (ii).

Example 2 A = (W, D) where W = {l’,S}, I) 

{:QAS : O --, -~S }. TS(W) = {{/’, SI},P ’ R
TI’(CONS(D)) = {{1"1,-~R,2}}. lqrst consider 1)
as the possible unique candidate in or(hw Io get an
extension. The justification condition of (i) holds
for the both d(;faults:

¯ TS(W) ® 7’P(CONS(I)) ® TI’({Q, })
{ { l’, S, PI, ~R2, QI, SI } } is Ol)(m-

¯ 7’S(W) 7’ I’(CONS’(I)) ® 7"P({Q2 ~ -~S2})
= { { P, S, 1’1, R2, ~Q)2 }, {/’, S, I’1,/72, ~S2 } } is
open;

Sine(; 1) is obviously grounded, A has a single j-
ext(;nsion

Th’WuCONS":t QA =S : Q --,
I’ ’ }))

Now, E is not a c-extension b(;(:aus(; the set C’ jlm-
tilications involvc(t in the constitution of F is not
consistent:

7’s(w) 7’I’(CONS(I>) 7"I’(,]U S’/(/)))

= { {1’, S, 1)1, R2, QI,S1, ~Q2},
{/; S, 1’,,/~2, QI, S,, ~S2 } }

is closed. It can be <)p(;ned (;it,her })y r(;movinR; 
literals from the lirst defmflt or by removing th(, lit-
erals from the s(;cond d(’faHlt, l](’ncc’ w(; ()|)lain 

e-(.XtelISiOllS:

E1 =

E2 =

"l’h(w u CONS({ }),

Th,(W U CONS({: Q --’1~ ~S" }).

A:B B:A
Example 3 A = (0, D) where I) = {~, ~}.
The justificatiorl condition holds for both defaults of

1). However, D is not grounded, neither is { ~ }
or {__li’A A }. llence I)has the only .J-extension E =

O.

hi the algorithm below the formulas are indexed by
the number of each default, as in the previous exam-
pies. The variable l)just represents the set of defaults
that satisfy the justil’ication condition, the variable

Da~na the set of grounded defaults, and the variable
S])j~,st the set of the ])2,st. The part of the algo-
rithm that tests the grounding of a set of defaults
uses a variat)le S that represents a grounding path.

COMPUTE-EXTENSI 0NS (W , I)) 

If W is not consistent

then PRINT(W is not consistent)

else For any maximal subset lY in l) such

that TI’(W ~ CONS(I)’)) is open do

/b~.,: O; o~.~: O; sIb~,,: {/)j~.,};
JtJSTIFICATIONS(I)’, I)j~.,t, SI)j~a) 

For any I).n,a in SI)...a do

GROUNDING(/)j~a, 0, Dg~a);

EXTENSIONS (/)n,a, I)g~,a).

JUSTIFICATIONS(D’, 1)3,,,,, SI):,,,,):

r(/)’) Ta(W~CONS(I)’));
a:f~

For any default d :. £ I)’ do

If 7"/)({[~})®I’(D’) closed 

For any maximal subset D" in D’ such

that 7"l’({fl}) ® 1’(1)") open, do

JUSTIFICATIONS(D", l)3~,a, SI)~,~a) 

If I)~,,L q’ Sl)i,,,~

then Add l)ju,L to Sl)j~,a

else Add d to I)j~,L.

GROUNDING(l)’, S, I)a~d):

For any default d a : f] ~ I)’ \ I)~,-.z do

1’: "rh(w ~ C’ONS(/)’ \ (s ~.’ {d})));
If ~®I’ closed,

then If (~ (Th(W) comes

from a grounded set of defaults

then Add d to Dg,-~/

else Let be Dr the set of defaults

of I)’\ (,S’L5 {d}) whose the consequent

is used for deriving e~, do
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GROUNDING(Dr, SU{d});

If l)r is grounded

then Add d to ])g,-,,a;

else Remove the list of defaults St’{d}

f rein /)’.

EXTENSIONS(Dj~, D~.a) 
If ])g,-.a is a maximal grounded subset of /) then

PRINT(Th(W CONS(Dg,.,~)) is a j -e xtension

with respect to .IUSV’(I)9~a)).

rib switch from Lukaszewicz to l{eiter it. is sugieicnt

to add the following procedure to EXTENSIONS ([)j~,st,
I)~,~) (within tile scope of the "if"-eondition):

(If I)9,.~ is a maximal grounded subset of /) then)

If there exists d ~:fl (1) \ ])q~,d such that
7

"]’l’({fl}) (~ TS(W) ~ TI’(CON,S’(D~..I)) open and

T])({ ,(’*}) ~) TS(W) TP(C ONS(I)g,-~d)) clos ed

then PRINT(’/’h(W LJCONS(/)g,,Ld)) 

not an R-extension)

else PRINT(Th(WL’C()NS(I)q..t)) is

an R-extension) 

If none of the j-extensions are R-extensions

then PRINT((W, /)) has no R-extension).

To switch from Lukasz(’.wic.z to Schaut)il. is su[Iici(.’nt
to add the following procedure to EXTENSIONS( I)3u.,t,

l)q~d) (within th(, SeOl)e of the "if"-(’.oTidilion):

(If I)g,..~ is a maximal grounded subset of l) then)

i f "/’/’(./u.’,’v’(/)~,~) ~ "/’,,,’(w) ~ v’/’(co N.~’(/).~j))
is open

then PRINT(7’h(W L) CONS(I)..,,z)) is

a c-extension) with respect to

7’h(W L) CO N S( I)g,.,~) L) .I U.%"/’( I)~,,a) 
else For /)’9~ any maximal subset of I)q,.,,l

such that

"I’I’(.III S7’( I)’~,~)@7’S(W)¢C7’I’(CO N,’¢( I)’q,.,~) 
)"is open do GROUNDING(/)~.~I, S, I q.ut);

If I)~’ma is a maximal grounded subset of I) then

PRINT(Th(WtOCONS(I)~,.,ui) ) is a c-extension

with respect to

7’h( W U CO N S( I)~,.~) ~ .IU ST( /)~,~,#) 

5 Conclusion

Our apl)roach provides a definition of a simple corre-
sp(mdence between each extension of a default the-
ory and a computation process for all defaults that
are invo]vcd in the constitution of this extension.
Furthermore, the definition of this correspondence
has just to be rnodified (i.e. in practice the open-
ing and closing criteria referred to) to obtain one or
other of the variants under consideration. Indeed,
we think that the characterizations of theorem 1 of
fers a new insight into the differences between these
variants. The’ problem of the derivation of a formula
f from an extension E = Th(WLJCONS(D’)) is di-
rectly resolvcd by a proof refutation of W U D’U {-~f }
with the hell) of the previously (’.omputed tableau-
representation of E.

llence the main idea is as follows: we prepare
a tractable tableau-rel)resentation of j-(.’xtensions 
ord(.’r to allow further work. In that sense, the pro-
eess can be seen as a kind of compilation method for
default theori(.’s.

The’ practical use of the general method dc, p(.’n(ts
on good iml)lementation of a tableau-prover. Now,
the question of the complexity of the m(.’thod is still
a Cnlcial point for a fllrther study. Some irnprove-
rnents can already be made by restricting the un-
derlying language or by using symmctri(.’s within
defaults (of. example 3). It can be pointed out
that l,h(,, method has been adapted to the termi-
nologic.al krlowl(.,dge representation formalisms by
[Baader, Ik)lhmder, 92].
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